A better job, a better life

The subjects
employers are
looking for
Our range of business-related
qualifications focus on the practical
skills and knowledge that employers
around the world value in the workplace,
so you can aspire to a better job and
have a better life.

LCCI
LEVEL 3

Financial and
Quantitative
Covering a range of essential
financial and quantitative
topics, we prepare you for
progression to university and
professional qualifications,
or direct to a wide range of
job roles including Accounts
Clerk, Junior Accountant and
Accountant.

English
Language
Acquire the necessary
business English skills to
excel in any professional
environment.

LCCI
LEVEL 3

LCCI
LEVEL 3

LCCI
LEVEL 3

By choosing Pearson LCCI qualifications, you will:

Business,
Administration
and IT

Gain an
internationally
recognised
LCCI valued
qualification
by
employers,
LEVEL
3
professional bodies
and universities
around the
world.

Develop
the practical skills
and knowledge that
LCCI
are essential
LEVEL
3
for success
in the modern
global workplace.

Benefit
from a flexible
course structure, that
LCCI
allows you to study
3 fits in
in aLEVEL
way that
with your existing
commitments.

With qualifications ranging
from business principles and
performance, to operations and
internet security, you will be
equipped with the knowledge
and essential business skills to
progress in a wide range of roles
including Human Resources
Assistant, Administration
Executive and Operations
Executive.

Marketing
You will develop a broad,
strategic understanding across
the full range of marketing and
PR; preparing you for roles such
as PR Assistant and Marketing
Executive.

For more information about
Pearson LCCI qualifications,
please visit
qualifications.pearson.com/lcci
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Your
next job
starts
with LCCI
Look inside to see
where Pearson LCCI
qualifications could
take you...

The first choice for
ambitious professionals
Whether you’re looking to progress into higher education, find your first job, or if
you’ve got ambitions to progress in your existing career, or to work overseas; our
popular and flexible LCCI qualifications provide you with the practical knowledge
and technical competencies to actually do the job, which is why are trusted and
valued by employers world-wide.

We support you with a
wide range of resources
– including past papers,
student books, results
analysis and an array of
digital support. You can
study part or full-time,
at home or in a centre;
and with flexible exams
Pearson LCCI can fit
around your existing
commitments.

EMPLOYMENT

Yu Yu Tin
Chief Finance Officer,
Crown Advanced Construction Co. Ltd.
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The Pearson LCCI Diploma covers many business
types as well as the full range of required skills,
and as such graduates are equipped to join
any company. LCCI students are talented and
knowledgeable and are an asset to our Finance
Department.”
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LCCI
INTRODUCTORY

LCCI
LEVEL 2

* Age range is a guide only;
LCCI qualification Levels can be taken at different ages

What do LCCI
graduates say?

Further Education & EMPLOYMENT

LCCI
LEVEL 3

LCCI
LEVELS
LEVELS14-4
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We have a long and
proud history of helping
students develop
the knowledge and
technical competencies
to succeed in the
global marketplace.
Our truly international
qualifications will allow
you to progress into
further training, create
immediate value for
employers or achieve the
next stage in your career
- at home or abroad.

Flexible
teaching for
flexible futures
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All Pearson LCCI
qualifications are
widely regarded in
the private sector for
their practical focus
on the key functions of
modern international
business. We work with
employers, professional
bodies and universities
to ensure that what
you are taught matches
and exceeds industry
requirements.

Qualifications
that travel

Improving
performance,
improving
prospects
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Highly
prized, highly
recognised

Pearson LCCI qualifications
can lead to recognition and
exemptions with regional and
international professional
bodies such as ACCA, ICAEW
and CIMA.

Accountants play an important role
in any organisation by providing
accurate information for decision
makers. They are important business
partners for all other operations
teams, and so must be professionally
trained and skilled.
Nang Khaing Wai Lwin
Management Finance,
Unilever (Myanmar) Limited

As a Pearson LCCI Diploma holder,
I strongly believe that we are qualified
to face new challenges from the first
day in the job. After passing LCCI
Level 3 qualifications we are ready
for any kind of business industry
because of the scope of teaching.
LCCI is also the best foundation for
further higher education.”

